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Facts

Scientific name: Corvus corax
 
Maximum Age from Ringing 22 years, 7 months old in Nova Scotia.

Typical Lifespan 10 - 15 years, with breeding typically at 3 years 

Measurements Length: 64 cm Wingspan: 13cm   

Weight: 1.3kg Male 1.1kg Female
 
Number in Britain 7000 pairs (summer)  
 
Conservation Status in the UK  is GREEN
 
Habitat : Almost everywhere
 
Diet: Oportunistic Omnivours
 



Breeding

They will build a nest on in trees on cliffs or other high structures such as 
electic/telephone poles, bridges etc

  
First Clutches Laid  from February - April 6th

Clutch Size: 4 - 6 eggs Egg Size 49 x 34 mm. 

Weight: 28.8 g 
 

Number of Broods: 1

Incubation Period: 21-22 days  
 

Fledging Period :  39 - 41  days
. 



What can we do...
1. Join conservation groups
2. Support Charities who protect habitat and wildlife
3. Encourage good practice in farming and land management
4. Vote with your purse, dont support bad practice
5. Sign petitions to protect Birds and habitat
6. Share your love of wildlife with friends and family
7. Sign petitions to end their persecution
8. Campaign against the control of Corvids generally. I am always horrified to 
find that memebers of the crow family are killed to protect songbirds, when 
it is clear that the main threat to songbirds is domestic cats. Corvids are an 
important part of the cycle of nature cats are the pets of humans.

Some links for further information:-

British Trust for Ornothology
RSPB

Birdlife
The Wildlife Trusts 

https://www.bto.org/
https://www.rspb.org.uk/
http://www.birdlife.org/
https://www.wildlifetrusts.org/


More on Humans... 
Charles Dickens kept pet Ravens his first called Grip now taxidermied sits in 
the Free Library of Philadelphia 

He described them as resembling “a very particular gentleman with 
exceedingly tight boots on, trying to walk fast over loose pebbles.”

Grip had an impressive vocabulary inspiring Dickens wrote him into a novel 
as a character as Barnaby Rudge.  Grip died after acquiring a taste for paint. 
He would tear paint from furniture and eat it, and even drink liquid paint if he 
could get access to it.

Some superstitions 

• A resting Raven on a church roof would mean  a corpse would pass 
through the lych gate within a week. 

• If one flew round a chimney anyone  ill in the house would die. 
• If someone who stole a raven’s egg there would be the death of a human 

baby. 
• Miners beleived if a raven flew over the mine and its shadow passed over 

the shaft there would be a deat, they would not enter the mine until the 
machinery was checked.

• It is an omen of death or sickness if a croaking raven flies over a house 
• A preening  Raven is a portent of rain. If one is seen flying towards the sun 

then there would be hot weather. 
• As long as ravens do not disappear from the tower of London.  Britain can 

never be successfully invaded.
 



Behaviour
Nests are often reused, although not always by the same birds. Most of the 
building is done by females but males bring some sticks to the nest. They 
break off sticks around 3 feet long to make up the nest base and pile them on 
a nest platform sometimes including bones, plastic and wire which are woven 
together into a basket. The female then makes a cup from small branches and 
twigs. which can be lined with mud, wool, fur, grass etc.. This takes around 
9 days, the nest can be 5 feet across and 2 feet high. The inner cup usually 
around 9-12 inches across and 5-6 inches deep. 

Ravens are seen alone or in pairs they stay together year round.  In flight 
they are graceful and agile, but not as gragarious as Rooks.  They are highly 
intelligent and can work together to solve problems.

They can mimic the calls of other species and if exposed to them imitate 
human words.  They have a wide range of vocalisations most of which are 
used for social interaction. Calls include alarm calls, chase calls, flight calls 
and general conversation. They have a distinctive, deep, resonant croaking 
call. Which my local pair bestowe on me as they fly over, 3 distinctive croaks. 
Its very wide and complex vocabulary includes a high, knocking toc-toc-toc, 
a dry, grating kraa, a low guttural rattle and some calls of an almost musical 
nature.

There are many studies which prove the intellegence of ravens and other 
creatures.  However I feel that we are far from understanding the true nature 
of their intellect, as is the case with many tests for animal intellegence, we can 
only test for the things we know to exist in ourselves therefore these tests are 
essentially flawed and inately limited.



Poetry
The Raven by Edgar Allen Poe is well know and long, a little too long for 
my ebook I think...here is the first verse

Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered, weak and weary,
Over many a quaint and curious volume of forgotten lore—
    While I nodded, nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping,
As of some one gently rapping, rapping at my chamber door.
“’Tis some visitor,” I muttered, “tapping at my chamber door—
            Only this and nothing more.”

The rest can be read in many placed on the internet and on the Edgar Allen 
Poe Society website here

Mary Olivers poem about Ravens which can be read in full here
echos my own engagement with my local pair 

“Maybe the ravens are talking
for some ultimate vicious but useful purpose, or
maybe it’s only directions to the next mountain, or maybe
it’s simple, silly joy. “hello, ravens,” I say, under
their dark tree and, as if courtesy were of
great importance”

RS thomas speaks of Ravens
 
“The ravens loitered above the hill In slow circles; they had all air to 
themselves. 

More here

https://www.eapoe.org/index.htm
http://yearsrisingmaryoliver.blogspot.com/2010/08/ravens.html
https://ramblingatthebridgehead.wordpress.com/2018/07/12/ravens-by-r-s-thomas/


The Raven 

Underneath an old oak tree
There was of swine a huge company
That grunted as they crunched the mast
For that was ripe, and fell full fast.
Then they trotted away, for the wind grew high:
One acorn they left, and no more might you spy.
Next came a Raven, that liked not such folly
He belonged, they did say, to the witch Melancholy!
Blacker was he than blackest jet,
Flew low in the rain, and his feathers not wet
He picked up the acorn and buried it straight
By the side of a river both deep and great.
Where then did the Raven go?
He went high and low
Over hill, over dale, did the black Raven go.
Many Autumns, many Springs
Traveled he with wandering wings:
Many summers, many Winters
I can’t tell half his adventures.

At length he came back, and with him a She
And the acorn was grown to a tall oak tree.
They built them a nest in the topmost bough,
And young ones they had, and were happy enow.
But soon came a Woodman in leathern guise,
His brow, like a pent-house, hung over his eyes.
He’d an axe in his hand, not a word he spoke,
But with many a hem! and a sturdy stroke,
At length he brought down the poor Raven’s own oak.
His young ones were killed; for they could not depart,
And their mother did die of a broken heart.
The boughs from the trunk the Woodman did sever;
And they floated it down on the course of the river.
They sawed it in planks, and its bark they did strip,
And with this tree and others they made a good ship.



The ship, it was launched; but in sight of the land
Such a storm there did rise as no ship would withstand.
It bulged on a rock, and the waves rush’d in fast;
Round and round flew the Raven, and cawed to the blast.
He heard the last shriek of the perishing souls--
See! see! o’er the topmast the mad water rolls!

Right glad was the Raven, and off he went fleet,
And Death riding home on a cloud he did meet,
And he thank’d him again and again for this treat:
They had taken his all; and Revenge it was sweet!
by Samuel Taylor Coleridge

Ted Hughes wrote extensively about Ravens, often the trickster or 
the font of all ancient wisdom, older than the earth itself somewhere 
between creator and human ancestor in bird form. My favourites being 
in the book Cave Birds in a colaboration with Leonard Baskin and his 
amazingly powerful, visceral drawings.

Here are a few lines quotes from The Risen 

“He stands, filling the doorway 
In the shell of earth.”

“A burning unconsumed,  
A whirling tree”

“But when will he land 
On a man’s wrist.”



How Raven became black.   In the beginning the world was void of all 
light. There was an old man and his granddaughter. Grandfather had a great 
chest, holding the sun, moon, and stars, and also sickness, disease, famine, 
mosquitos, and other parasites. If released they would cause great harm to 
man. Under no circumstances was the chest to be opened by anyone other than 
grandfather himself. The Raven in his white spiritual form was particularly 
interested in the sun which radiated light. Each day as he watched the house 
the granddaughter would come out to fetch some water from a nearby stream, 
and took a sip of water before filling her pail. The Raven transformed into a 
speck and managed to flow into her cup and was swallowed. Nine months later, 
Raven was born to granddaughter in the human form of a boy. Grandfather was 
very proud of his great-grandson.  As Raven grew older he asked grandfather 
about the contents of the great chest but grandfather explained that under no 
circumstances was the chest to be opened by anyone other than himself. As 
time went by, Raven started asking grandfather if he could play with the sun 
and moon and stars to occupy his time, he had no one else to play with. 

Story 



Grandfather became more trusting and let Raven play with these celestial 
objects, but had always instructed Raven to return them to him to put back 
into the chest because if they were retained, the famine, disease, sickness, 
mosquitos and other parasites would be released in the atmosphere to harm 
man. Eventually, Raven was the only one in the house he immediately 
changed himself to his true spiritual form of Raven opened the chest and 
tucked all the celestial objects under his wing and at the same time released 
all the sickness and diseases known to man. He flew to the top of a smoke 
hole but, he could not get through the smoke hole. The grandfather returned 
and saw Raven in his true form and realised his deception. He immediately 
ran to the fire which was located directly below the smoke hole and rekindled 
the flame which causing great heat and soot to rise and tarnish the feathers of 
Raven to Black. Raven could hardly breathe from the heat and soot so he let 
the celestial objects go and escaped. Because the sun, moon, and stars had no 
control they flowed out of the smoke hole and took their present 
positions. 



Apollo and the Raven. The mortal Coronis, a Thessalian princess whose 
beauty surpassed all others was the lover of Apollo and pregnant with his 
child when he was called away.  Apollo left a Raven, then snow white, to 
watch over her, but in his absence Coronis fell in love with another mortal, 
Ischys, and took him to her bed. When the Raven learnt of her discretion he 
flew straight to Apollo to tell him of her adultery and betrayal. Upon hearing 
the news Apollo flew into a rage and turned the Ravens’s feathers black as 
punishment before sending his sister Artemis to strike down Coronis. In a last 
minute act of mercy Apollo recovered the child, Asclepius, from her dying 
womb. 

Bran. In the Welsh Maginogion, Ravens were associated with the Welsh 
god Bran the Blessed, whose name translates to Raven, Branwen can be 
translated as White Raven, many storytellers and folklorists identify the 
Raven as Bran’s totem bird. According to the legend Bran’s head was buried 
in the White Hill of London as a talisman against invasion and may relate to 
the story of the Ravens in the Tower of London.

Hugin and Munin. In Norse mythology, Hugin and Munin are a pair of 
Ravens who fly all over the world, and bring the god Odin information. 
Odin the father of all humans and gods, in human form. He lacked depth 
perception (being one-eyed) and he was forgetful, but his weaknesses were 
compensated by his ravens, Hugin (mind) and Munin (memory) who were 
part of him.

O’er Mithgarth Hugin and Munin both
Each day set forth to fly;

For Hugin I fear lest he come not home,
But for Munin my care is more.

Mythology



Crow & Raven.  A Crow jealous of the Raven because he was 
considered a bird of good omen and attracted attention.  Noted by 
his flight the good or evil course of future events. Seeing travellers 
approaching, the Crow flew into a tree, and perched on one of the 
branches, he called as loudly as he could. The travellers turned and 
wondered what it foreboded, when one of them said to his companion, 
“Let us proceed on our journey, it is only the caw of a crow, and his cry, 
is no omen.”  

Meaning that those who assume a character that doesn’t belong to them 
render themselves ridiculous.

Aesops Fables



Bestiary
The raven gets its name, corvus or corax, from the sound it makes in 
its throat, because it utters a croak. When it feeds off corpses, it goes 
for the eyes first. It is said that when its young have been hatched, this 
bird does not feed them fully until it sees that they have black feathers 
similar to its own.  In the Scriptures, the raven is perceived in a variety 
of ways; it is sometimes taken to mean a preacher, sometimes a sinner, 
sometimes the Devil.

A sinner, since it is clad, with the dark plumage of sin. There are some 
sinners who despair of God's mercy. Others pray that they may be 
helped to find it by the prayers of the pious.  'The raven did not return 
to the ark' (see Genesis, 8:7); perhaps because it was caught up and 
perished in the flood, or perhaps because it found corpses and settled on 
them. The sinner who gratifies himself outwardly with carnal desires, 
like the raven that did not return to the ark, is held back by external 
preoccupations. 

As a learned preacher. The blessed Job: 'Who provideth for the raven 
his food? when his young ones cry unto God, they wander for lack of 
meat' (38:41). The blessed Gregory : the learned teacher who cries out 
in a loud voice, carrying the memory of his sins like blackness around 
him. He produces disciples in the faith, but perhaps they cannot yet 
address their own weakness, they shun the memory of their former 
sins. They do not show the blackness of humility, which they ought to 
adopt against worldly glory. They open their mouth as if for food when 
they seek instruction in the mysteries of religion. Their teacher imparts 
the nourishment of sublime preaching only to the extent that he sees 
they have repented fittingly of their past sins. Indeed he expects and 
admonishes them first to change from the gaudiness of their present life 
into a sombre hue, through the sorrow of repentance, and only then to 
receive the nourishment they need, in the form of sermons on the most 
complex subjects. 



The  aim  of  this  project  is  to  research  a  different  bird  each month, 
gathering poetry, songs, facts, stories and information to  further  
understand,  discover  and  share  ways  in  which  we can help them 
in the wild.  I have tried to link my findings to poems on the internet 
but these may disappear in time.  An internet search may still help you 
to find another version. All  the  books  are  free  to  download  in  the  
month  that  they are  produced  after  which  there  may be  a  small  
charge  for  back editions.  More  of  my  work  can  be  found  on  my  
website  including greetings cards, prints, printmaking and original 
drawings and paintings.

Suzy Sharpe
www.suzysharpeartist.com



SEE YOU IN 

If you would like to see some more of my work including original 
paintings, drawings, printmaking and greetings cards please visit my 

website www.suzysharpeartist.com

February

https://www.suzysharpeartist.com

